Working as a usability professional in the open source arena is a challenging task. The decentralized and engineering-driven approach of open source projects can be at odds with corporate processes and usability engineering methodologies. Nonetheless, there is great potential for large corporations to contribute to open source projects. Providing usability know-how that leads to usable and useful products is a win-win situation for developers, the corporations, and -most importantly -the users.
INTRODUCTION
There is some truth in the common notion that open source systems have poor user interfaces. Often they are created by engineers for engineers. The feedback cycle with real users does not exist because there are few usability experts participating in open source development processes. This problem is well-known and has been discussed in previous papers and conferences [1] .
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is a large, multinational corporation with engineering teams around the world, and a long tradition in building systems on open standards. Sun's involvement in the usability of open source projects is a natural continuation of this strategy.
This field represents new challenges for HCI professionals. They have to meet corporate needs like consistency, documentation, support, and conformance to development processes [2] . On the other hand HCI professionals need to interact with engineers worldwide and evangelize usability to an unseasoned community.
This paper examines our current experience from the Net-Beans, G NOME , and OpenOffice.org projects.
NETBEANS
NetBeans is an integrated development environment that provides the foundations for Sun's Java development tools. It was one of the first open source projects started at Sun in June 2000.
Sun is the main contributor to NetBeans, and the only HCI contributor. The biggest accomplishment of the NetBeans HCI group has been establishing a user interface specification document as part of the development process [3] . Such documents now describe the detailed interaction and visual design of the majority of new features.
Sun's HCI group performs regular usability studies of Net-Beans, and publicizes the results. Usability issues are given equal importance to functionality bugs, and are tracked in the same database. Graphics such as splash screens, icons, and other artwork form a large part of the project, and are contributed exclusively by Sun's designers under an open source license. Sun's user experience contribution also includes accessibility, localization into Japanese and Simplified Chinese, as well as documentation.
What are the biggest challenges?
• Communication: Discussion is fragmented between the mailing list and bug reports. These channels need a clearer charter and decision-making system.
• User profiles: Are mailing list participants really our target audience? If not, who should we optimize for?
• Responsibility: Who owns the functionality? The developer, who writes and owns the code, or the designer, who writes the specification? A clearer notion of shared ownership is required.
GNOME
Sun has contributed usability resources to G NOME , a free, cross-platform desktop environment, since August 2000.
Sun's first major input was a usability study of G NOME 1.2 [4] . This offered the first feedback that many developers had received from real users, and the impact was profound. Consequently, the community formed the G NOME Usability Project ( GUP ), a cross-community group of HCI practitioners and students. Four of Sun's usability staff have served in this group, one role of which is to publish the G NOME Human Interface Guidelines [5] . Developers have been quick to adopt these guidelines, partly due to the G NOME Release Team's decision not to ship applications with too many open usability bugs.
As with NetBeans and OpenOffice.org, accessibility is an increasingly important aspect of G NOME usability. Sun designed the G NOME accessibility framework on which several innovative assisitive technologies are now being built [6] .
Finally, Sun has written or improved much of the G NOME user documentation, translated it into several languages, and returned the results to the community. So what challenges remain for G NOME and the usability professionals who wish to contribute?
• Communication: Dedicated usability mailing lists and IRC channels do exist but they host few useful discussions and, along with the complex bug database, can be intimidating to non-technical contributors.
• Early input: The GUP acts less as a usability "consultancy" for developers and more as a group of individuals who comment on usability bugs. Although the open source philosophy of contributing code early and often should lend itself well to rapid iterative prototyping, usability assistance is usually only sought after interfaces have been "designed".
• User profiles: There is no shared or documented vision of G NOME ' S target audience. • Process: No obvious usability methodology is employed.
Many developers contribute in their spare time for fun, so are understandably reluctant to follow heavyweight processes.
• Attitude: Some developers feel that "Sun will fix that, so we don't need to bother".
OPENOFFICE.ORG
Sun is the main contributor to OpenOffice.org, the leading office application on Linux and the main competitor to Microsoft Office. The StarOffice User Experience Team includes professionals from all fields of HCI , including GUI and interaction design, usability engineering, linguistic expertise, accessibility, and globalization. The latter is especially important, as OpenOffice.org is localized into more than 30 languages.
The requirements for a release of OpenOffice.org come from several sources. Sun's marketing team gathers the product requirements from business customers, while the open source community files requests for enhancements in the bug tracking system. In general, the development process follows Sun's product life cycle: the Product Requirements Document is succeeded by the Product Concept Document ( PCD ). The PCD is discussed heavily in community newsgroups because the PCD represents the agreement of the features that will be addressed in the next release.
The annual OpenOffice.org conference also offers many opportunities for vivid discussions between Sun and members of the open source community [7] .
The StarOffice User Experience team also plays a major role in the next design phase: writing specifications. These describe in detail the new features and design changes for the user interface. As with source code, these documents are contributed back to the community [8] . The design process is supported by internal Sun usability studies, and external studies conducted by, for example, HCI students [1] .
CONCLUSION
Although usability is still a relatively new concept for open source projects, it is starting to exert some influence, for example, in the form of studies and guidelines. A number of challenges remain to be met, however, many of which are common to all open source projects.
We believe that defining and integrating a suitable usability methodology into open source processes should be the first priority. It is also vital for each project to agree on its target audience, and to specify a clear and preferably centralized decision-making process.
Ultimately, it is in the open source movement's fundamental interest that its systems are widely-used. The contributions of HCI professionals are essential to gain market share and to find the way to the user.
